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5S/324 LMC Soldier 

Soldier is a son of PRR Red Ammo and the famous donor cow 

LM She Moves that has brilliant progeny all over the United 

States.  Soldier is a maternal half brother to Red Bullet who 

also has semen in South Africa for sale. Red Ammo brings to-

gether two of the best American studs in Pine Ridge Ranching 

of Bill and Jane Travis and the La Muneca Simbrah of the 

Guerra family. 

The best is that the semen is already in South Africa courtesy 

 Polled 

Pictures from left to right: LM She Moves, LM Red Bullet, LM Robs Muneca 3E/89 and LM Full House 

LMC Patriot 5S/26 

We fell hard for Patriot on our first visit to La Muneca and Carlos Guerra. he 

seemed to have everything that we wanted in a bull from the outset. He 

stood out amongst his peers especially because he was a lot broader than 

all the rest. We used Patriot with success at Excelsus, breeding really good 

females in his time. Patriot’s dam lines were outstanding with LM She 

Moves and LM Robs Muneca on both sides of his pedigree. 

This was a magic bull!!! 

The Semen is in South Africa and available immediately. 

The La Muneca Simbrah Stud is one of the largest and best run Simbrah operations in Texas and in America. The breed a pow-

erful type of Simbrah that adds value to many stud and cow calf operations, Semen Importer services is how you get efficient 

access to all imported genetics. Please also visit the La Muneca Cattle web site to see their latest genetics, and photos                            

lamunecacattle .com 
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LM Full House is a purebred Simbrah bull with an extra 1/16th Simmental being out of the immortal ¾ x ¼ 
Simmental donor cow LMC Robs Muneca 3E/89 and the two time International Grand Champion Simbrah 
bull HR Powerhouse. In 2004 Full House became only the third show bull in the history of Simbrah to win the 
coveted Triple Crown. The 2004 Grand Champion of San Antonio, Houston and the Rio Grande Valley Live-
stock Shows is producing some of our very best cattle to date. Full House females averaged $5370.00 in the 
2006 MAS Sale. He is co-owned with Wayne Yaegar who purchased half of Full House in the LMC-4G Fiesta 
Sale for $5000.00, Mr. Yaegar has paid for the bull and made much more with his progeny and semen sales. 

Full House was born on October 8, 2001 and is double polled. He has a tremendous front end accompanied 

by a sleek shoulder design. His strong top and expressive rib shape lead to a rear 1/3 that features plenty of 

muscle and bone. Perhaps the most important trait that Full House possesses is his clean sheath and big 

testicles and boy he likes to reproduce both. We think Full House is our most consistent producer of clean 

sheathed, big butted bulls ever 

5L/133 LM Full House. 

Full House needs no introduction with many 

prominent Simbra breeders in South Africa using 

him with good results. Full House must be one of 

the better imported bulls from America. This bull 

put La Muneca Simbrah on the map. He has sired 

276 calves in America and is double polled. Full 

House is also the half brother to LM Red Bullet 

who also has semen available at Vriesit. 

Double Polled 

Pictures from left to right: HR Power House, LM Robs Muneca and LM Red Bullet 
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LMC-RFI-Smith Red Bullet is a Purebred Simbrah bull that was crowned the 2005 Houston International 
Grand Champion Bull. His sire HR Powerhouse was a two time International Champion and his dam is LM 
She Moves who has produced the last two International Champion bulls in Houston . We are very impressed 
with Red Bullet’s first calves and so are those many breeders who have seen them. The pick in the first four 
Red Bullets averaged $6920.00 in the 2006 MAS Sale. Red Bullet is co-owned with Reavis Farms and Smith 
Genetics. 

Red Bullet’s stellar genotype is equally matched with a phenotype that is among some of the very best ever 

produced in Simbrah. This dark red herd sire was born on January 20, 2004 and is polled/scurred. Red Bullet 

is very clean fronted with an explosive amount of rib. One of our cleanest sheathed bulls is complimented 

with a good set of testicles. His strong top, big butt and good bone make him an easy choice in selecting an 

A.I. sire. Red Bullet is an ABSOLUTE MEAT WAGON to say the least 

5P/513 LM Red Bullet 

Red Bullet was the my pick of the La Muneca bulls 

during our first visit to Carlos Guerra. I see he has 

268 registered progeny across America. Red Bullet  

has also been used in South Africa by many studs, 

including the Excelsus Simbra stud. Red Bullet is 

the sire of LM Patriot and is also the half brother 

of LM Full House. 

Polled/Scurred 

Pictures from left to right: HR Power House, LM She Moves and LM Full House 


